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Before you start: 
please read through  
the whole manual  

step by step.

the following steps  
distinguish between:

1. vial part

2. cement application part

tap the cement application part  
multiple times to loosen the powder: two 180° twists  

counter clockwise

2 x 180°

reveal thread
(this is already the case in 

the new version)

smash vial: 
- 2-3 strikes 
  to top of the vial part
- ensure solid ground

push and pull (pump) the handle of 
the vial part multiple times

notice unpack Mendec MV notice loosen powder loosen interlock

pull smash vial pump liquid out of vial part check if vial is empty

5-6 180° twists  
clockwise to lock the 
thread again

5-6 x 180°

screw vial part
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mixing process

30-60 Sek.

push and pull the handle  
of the cement application part  

to mix bone cement

pull linkage until stop

cement application part

9-10 x 180°

9-10 180° twists  
counter clockwise

unscrew linkage remove linkage screw vial part

 
screw handle of  
vial part clockwise  
until bone cement 
reaches the top 

tube for instant filling of common 
Luer-lock connectors

Luer-Lock compatible connect bone filler with tube

Notice:  
This is not the original manual of the manafacturer. This manual has been 

created by Maxxspine Innovative for visualisation purposes. This manual 

does not claim to be complete. For additional information please acknowled-

ge the instructions for use (IFU) of the manufacturer.

*Time specs in minutes. Numbers serve as a point of reference an may vary depending on storing temparture.
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applicable in 2-3 minutes  
after mixing

apply to bone filler


